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QUESTION 1

Read the paragraph and choose the appropriate word to fill in the blank. 

"The student government couldn\\'t decide on the best theme for prom this year. There were differing schools of thought.
Many of the governing members thought a classic theme featuring music from decades gone by would be a nice way to
remember the past. __________, others thought a more modern approach 

with trendy music would be more popular." 

A. alternatively 

B. nevertheless 

C. and 

D. also 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

"I looked at every zoo animal, but the elephant was the most entertaining." 

Read this sentence and identify the article and the complement, respectively. 

A. I; elephant 

B. the (in the most); I 

C. zoo animal; entertaining 

D. the (in the elephant); entertaining 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When a European wanted to dance in the moon the American said he will try reaching further planets. 

A. When a European wanted to dance in the moon the American said 

B. When the European wanted to dance in the moon the American said 

C. When the European wanted to dance in the moon American said 

D. When a European wanted to dance in the moon an American said 

E. When the European wanted to dance in the moon an American said 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Would you like us to keep an eye at your house when you are on holidays? 

A. us to keep an eye at your house when you are 

B. us to keep an eye on your house when you are 

C. us to keep an eye of your house when you are 

D. us to keep an eye off your house when you are 

E. us to keep an eye out your house when you are 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Although India had committed himself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept its word. 

A. had committed himself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it 

B. had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it 

C. had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it\\'s 

D. had committed themselves to facing out the mining of asbestos has not kept it\\'s 

E. had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept its 

Correct Answer: E 

This sentence has an error in the place of pronoun. 

In the sentence a wrong possessive pronouns have been used, where it should be \\'itself-its\\' as correctly 

used in the option "had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept its". 

Other options are all wrong by using inappropriate combinations of pronouns: 

-

 Option "had committed himself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it" \\'himself-it\\'. 

-

 Option "had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it" \\'itself- it\\'. 

-

 Option "had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept it\\'s" \\'itself-it\\'s\\'. 

-
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 Option "had committed themselves to facing out the mining of asbestos has not kept it\\'s" \\'themselves-

it\\'s\\'. 

Option "had committed itself to facing out the mining of asbestos, it has not kept its" is the correct answer. 
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